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Abstract
While axon fasciculation plays a key role in the development of neural
networks, very little is known about its dynamics and the underlying biophysical mechanisms. In a model system composed of neurons grown ex
vivo from explants of embryonic mouse olfactory epithelia, we observed
that axons dynamically interact with each other through their shafts,
leading to zippering and unzippering behaviour that regulates their fasciculation. Taking advantage of this new preparation suitable for studying such interactions, we carried out a detailed biophysical analysis of
zippering, occurring either spontaneously or induced by micromanipulations and pharmacological treatments. We show that zippering arises
from the competition of axon-axon adhesion and mechanical tension in
the axons, and provide the first quantification of the force of axon-axon
adhesion. Furthermore, we introduce a biophysical model of the zippering dynamics, and we quantitatively relate the individual zipper properties to global characteristics of the developing axon network. Our study
uncovers a new role of mechanical tension in neural development: the
regulation of axon fasciculation.
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Abstrakt
Ačkoli je tvorba svazků axonů zásadním aspektem vývoje nervových
sítí, jen velice málo je známo o její dynamice a biofyzikiálních procesech,
ze kterých vychází. Za využití modelového systému sestávajícího z neuronů kultivovaných ex vivo z explantátu čichového epitelu myšího embrya
jsme pozorovali, že těla jednotlivých axonů spolu vzájemně dynamicky
interagují. Při těchto interakcích docházelo k procesům zazipování či
odzipování dvou axonů, které do značné míry regulovaly tvorbu svazků.
Vzhledem k tomu, že uvedený systém byl vhodným modelem ke studiu
těchto procesů, provedli jsme podrobnou biofyzikální analýzu zipovacích
procesů, a to jak spontáních, tak i takových, které jsme vyvolali fyzickou manipulací jednotlivých axonů nebo farmakologickou manipulací
celé axonální sítě. Z naší studie vyplývá, že zipovací procesy vznikají
působením protichůdných efektů adheze mezi axony na jedné straně a
mechanického napětí v axonech na straně druhé. V rámci studie jsme
také provedli první kvantitativní odhad síly adhezivní interakce mezi
axony. Dynamiku zipování jsme rovněž popsali pomocí biofyzikálního
modelu, a kvantitativně ověřili a popsali popsali vztah mezi vlastnostmi jednotlivých zipů a chrakteristikami celé vyvíjející se axonální sítě.
Z výsledků naší studie vyplývá nová, dříve nestudovaná, role mechanického napětí v rámci vývoje nerovového systému: možnost regulovat
tvorbu svazků.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Neuronal tract formation
During evolution, multicellular organisms have developed nervous systems allowing them to perceive their environment and internal state, to
process internal and external information, and to develop motor behaviours. Neurons differentiate and develop an axon and dendrites. Axons, tipped by a growth cone (GC), grow towards genetically determined
areas of projection within and outside the nervous system, guided by a
combination of environmental and intrinsic cues (Kolodkin and TessierLavigne 2011). To support axon navigation towards remote targets, the
process is separated into a sequence of guidance decisions (Chédotal and
Richards 2010). The early developing brain is typically pioneered by
groups of axons that grow in weakly coherent bundles and form initial
invariant tracts, which thicken over time as later follower axons accrue.
Generally, axons heavily depend on two major strategies to navigate:
(i) forming bundles with pioneering axons by adhering to each other,
mediated by cell adhesion molecules (CAMs), or (ii) following diffusible
or cell-surface-bound guidance ligands produced by other cells (or specifically by other GCs) along their track.
Growth cone and axon guidance When observed in a culture dish, GC
is a flattened, fan-shaped structure at the axon tip, with many highly
dynamic lamellipodia and filopodia that radiate outwards, and stable
central domain. The GC growth and turning are biochemically complex
processes, which can be modulated by guidance cue molecules (GCMs).
GCs express adhesion molecules and receptors on their surface, which
make them responsive to locally and remotely produced guidance cues
and facilitate GC steering.
The axons are guided by attractive and repulsive short range cues on
the extracellular matrix (ECM), or by attractive and repulsive distant
diffusible cues. These cues may have wide range of effects on the axon:
promoting axon survival and motility, instructing turning, or modulating the axon response; we are mostly interested in the adhesive cues,
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particularly in CAMs. The CAMs involved in axon pathfinding can mediate homophilic adhesion, acting as both ligand and receptor, as well
as serve as either heterophilic ligand or receptor for ECM molecules
(Kolodkin and Tessier-Lavigne 2011). Some of the common CAMs are
neural cell adhesion molecules (NCAMs) of immunoglobulin (Ig) family,
which play a role in nervous system stability, or cadherin family, which
are thought to be responsible for formation of tissue boundaries and cell
sorting (Foty and Steinberg 2005).
Fasciculation The pioneering axons form initial tracks growing between the choice points, usually navigated by gradients of GCMs sensed
by their GCs. They are often better equipped for such tasks than follower
axons (Bak and Fraser 2003), which take advantage of these prepared
framework paths and adhere to the pioneer axon trails in the process of
fasciculation.
Axon bundles (fascicles) are formed when axons are in contact. GCs
of later follower axons navigate along the direction of a particular GCM
gradient. Stochastic features of the GC movement facilitate collisions
with other axons, and thus contact interaction and potential aggregation (Hentschel and Ooyen 1999). In some cases, the process can be
assisted by specialised cells, which funnel and wrap the axons into a
nerve (e.g. ensheathing cells in the olfactory system, see fig. 4.1). To
initiate the contact, it is usually sufficient for axons to approach each
other within ≈10 µm, which is the approximate length of GC filopodia.
The robustness and character of the established contact is then given by
the present CAMs. Classical understanding of fasciculation as part of
axon guidance assumed that a static axon shaft (AS) trail is formed by
the GC advance of the early axons, and the fasciculation is regulated by
the GC of the later axons, without any shaft dynamics (Kolodkin and
Tessier-Lavigne 2011).

1.2 Development of the Olfactory system
Mammalian olfactory system (OS) undergoes extensive fasciculation
and defasciculation during development, and continuing renewal and
remodelling of axon tracks in the adulthood.
In the adult mammals, there is an intriguing topographic projection
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1.3 Mechanical properties of axons
pattern of axons between the olfactory epithelium (OE) and the olfactory
bulb (OB). Olfactory sensory neuron (OSN) axons exit the OE and
extend towards the OB, where they coalesce into glomeruli. In mice,
each OSN expresses 1 of ∼1200 odorant receptors (ORs), however OSNs
of particular OR are intermingled with OSNs of other OR types in the
OE. The proximal axon bundles are therefore highly heterogeneous in
terms of the OR identity (Nedelec et al. 2005), however upon reaching
the OB, the OSNs expressing the same OR coalesce to form one or two
glomeruli per hemibulb.
The hierarchical fasciculation and sorting process is mediated by ORspecific levels of GCM receptors expressed by the axons for navigation in
the mesenchyme, baseline non-electrical receptor activity pathways (Zou
et al. 2009) and by homotypic CAM adhesive interaction for coalescence
within the inner olfactory nerve layer (ONL) of the OB (Miller et al.
2010). Specifically in the OS, continuous renewal of the OSNs occurs
throughout the life, glomeruli continue to form and mature postnatally
into adulthood. This lays basis for a system interacting locally and very
dynamically, with specific adhesive affinities between axons, in order to
achieve necessary organisation.

1.3 Mechanical properties of axons
Growth cone The axon GC is responsible for motility, guidance and
sensing. Besides chemotaxis through GCMs, it is navigated by mechanotaxis through stiffness and deformation of the ECM. It responds to
the mechanical signals by the appropriate steering and generation of
traction force of order ∼1 nN for PC-12 axons (Dennerll, Joshi, et al.
1988), which later propagates back through the AS and participates
on AS mechanical tension. The force is generated by coupling of dynamic fibrilar actin (F-actin) flow to ECM through adhesion complexes
(Athamneh and Suter 2015). The traction force was shown to increase
linearly with growing substrate stiffness until saturation (Koch et al.
2012).
Axons shaft The mechanics of AS was studied for decades. Initial research shown that axons are under mechanical tension (Bray 1979), and
that neurites grow in response to applied external force (Bray 1984),
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while the neurite retracts if its tension decreases below a particular
threshold. It has been also shown that axon tension and its diameter
are correlated (Bray 1979), and that a force equilibrium at a branching
point can be described by a relation between the branching angle the
ratio of involved neurites’ tensions (Joshi et al. 1985). Further studies assessed quantitative values of axonal rest tension, typically (200–400) pN
pN
for PC-12 neurites, and axon stiffness around (100–200) µm
(Dennerll,
Joshi, et al. 1988). Expanding the experiment, viscoelastic properties of
AS were studied, that for sustained external force, axons (i) behave as
a spring on time scale ∼1 min, (ii) behave as a viscoelastic solid on time
scale ∼10 min, and (iii) exhibit towed growth without thinning on time
scale ∼1 h (Dennerll, Lamoureux, et al. 1989). Experiments and model
of O’Toole later showed and described how the GC-generated traction
force propagates along the axon shaft, induces stretching and material
flow (O’Toole et al. 2008). And in the recent work (O’Toole et al. 2015),
they showed that the tension in the AS is composed of GC-generated
traction force and contractile molecular-motor-generated forces originating in the shaft itself.
While mathematical models of AS viscoelasticity exist, they have
never been to our knowledge combined with the models of fasciculation, which treat the AS as immutable. The novelty of our approach
is to address this aspect fasciculation models, and introduce not only
single AS viscoelasticity, but also shaft-shaft adhesive interactions.

2 Goals and Hypothesis
In previous literature, recognition and fasciculation of axons was mainly
studied on the basis of growth cone detection—the receptors on the
growth cone would detect molecules on another shaft and either induce
approach and fasciculation, or trigger divergence and detachment. Conversely, dynamics of interaction of axon shafts, without participation of
growth cones, has received very little attention.
The shaft-shaft dynamics is very difficult to observe in vivo and more
so to separate from other influences, particularly for a changeable system
like the model we use, the olfactory system. An alternative possibility
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to in vivo environment is to work with a culture ex vivo: we can culture
olfactory epithelium sensory neurons of embryonic mice, and observe
their axons to outgrow on planar permissive substrate and to interact
with each other through the cell adhesion molecules, form fascicles and
defasciculate. Under such conditions, if viable, the control over extraneuronal influences (i.e. guidance cue molecules, substrate geometry
etc.) would be robust, and time lapse optical microscopy viable.
The ex vivo configuration can remove the complexity of the in vivo
environment and reduce the problem to two dimensions. Character of
shaft-shaft interactions and possibly fasciculation could be assessed at
the time the growth cones would have mostly left the proximal area. Parameters of local kinetics of the axon-axon interaction would be easily
measured in the captured recordings and assessed. A simple model of the
local contact interaction of two axonal shafts will be proposed, ideally
reducing the biophysical complexity to two parameters: axon mechanical
tension and adhesive force between the two axons. Such simplified model
could be studied analytically and efficiently numerically; numerical simulations would allow to explore, how the model dynamics is modulated
by various dissipative processes. Micromanipulation experiments using
biomembrane force probe technique will be designed and the biophysical
parameters measured. The local model predictions for the evolution of
global statistics of the network will be compared to the ex vivo observations.

3 Methodology
3.1 Time-lapse video and analysis
3.1.1 Biological model system
To study axon-axon contact interactions and its dynamics, we set up
a real-time observation experiment of an OE neuronal culture ex vivo
(Šmít, Fouquet, Pincet, Trembleau, et al. 2015). Time-lapse of developing axonal network growing effectively in planar environment allowed
us to study short-range events as well as global changes in statistics
and topology of the whole network. All the experiments described in
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3 Methodology
this work were performed at the laboratory of prof. Alain Trembleau
(Development and Plasticity of Neural Networks, NPS, UPMC Paris 6).
Experimental procedures involving animals, particularly preparation of
OE explant and culture treatment with chemical agents, were performed
by Coralie Fouquet, or in some cases by Alain Trembleau.

3.1.2 Analysis of zippers
Zippers are processes, during which two partially adhering axons change
the length of mutual contact. They may extend or reduce the length of
the segment by dynamical adjustment of the position of separation point,
so-called vertex. In a straightforward type of analysis, we tracked individual zipper vertices during dynamics. The coordinate of the vertex was
measured, as well as separation angle of the axons, so-call zipper angle.
For 17 such processes, we measured zipper angle of static equilibrium
lasting ≥5 min before and after the dynamics, obtaining 34 measurements in total.

3.1.3 Collection of network statistics
We selected a subsection of a field devoid of material flow or collapse,
and time interval, during which culture showed no signs of retraction,
of duration in the range (178–295) min. We then sampled each video
at 6 to 10 time points, and segmented the network in the range. We
constructed a graph structure using self-made functions in Matlab and
evaluated time-course of the statistics in the area, namely (i) the total
length of the network (L), (ii) number of vertices (excluding crossings,
V), (iii) mean zipper vertex angle (β̄), and (iv) the number of cordless
loops (or shortest cycles, C).

3.2 Force measurements with Biomembrane Force
Probe
The Biomembrane force probe (BFP) is a well-established technique
for gentle calibrated force application and manipulation of biological
specimen (Evans et al. 1995). The technique is suitable for use in culture
medium, it interacts softly with cells and spans over several orders of
magnitude of applicable forces, (0.1–1000) pN.
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The probe itself is composed of a micro-pipette connected to a controller acting as a manipulative apparatus, and a red blood cell (RBC)
aspirated into the pipette, acting as a force transducer. The RBC is typically biotinylated and connected to a streptavidin-coated micro-bead
(SB), positioned on the RBC’s apex. The SB is then brought into contact with the studied object and allowed to form another adhesive contact. The pipette is then repositioned as necessary and controlled force
is transduced by the probe onto this formed bond or interface with the
sample; the whole experiment is recorded by a high throughput camera
for later quantitative analysis.
The probe was assembled following standard protocol as described in
(Gourier et al. 2008). Important advantage of using the BFP to probe a
biological interface is an intrinsic simplicity of reading the applied force
magnitude, it is proportional to the axial extension (deformation) of the
RBC transducer, F ∝ ∆x. This RBC deformation is equivalent to the
change in mutual distance of the centre of the SB and the pipette tip,
which are tracked in the videorecording of the experiment as described in
(Šmít, Fouquet, Doulazmi, et al. 2017). The coefficient of proportionality
is a function of geometry of the probe and the aspirating pressure in the
pN
pipette, with usual range k ∈(100–400) µm
.
We used the probe to repeatedly deform a straight axon. With each
deformation, a larger perpendicular force F was applied by repositioning
the pipette, resulting in larger axon deflection characterised by angle
δ. After each repositioning, system was left to equilibrate and for each
equilibrated state i, the force and deformation were recorded and plotted
as points (2 sin δi , Fi ). The points were then interpolated by a linear fit
to obtain the measured axon tension given as T = F /(2 sin δ). Uncertainty
of the measurement was estimated at δ(T) ≈ 40 %.

4 Results
4.1 Experiment on OSN culture ex vivo
In the present study, we chose to analyse these overlooked interactions of adhesion between axon shafts and the resulting fasciculation/defasciculation processes in a convenient setting of mouse OE sen-
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4 Results
sory neurons. We chose this model system for the fasciculation and
sorting features it exhibits during normal development in vivo, detailed
in section 1.2.
To directly image fasciculation and defasciculation dynamics of mouse
OSN axons, and perform manipulation experiments on individual axons
in order to study their biophysical properties, we performed the experiments as detailed in section 3.1.1. We recorded a time lapse of OSN axons outgrowing from the explant and observed extensive interactions
between their AS, leading to zippering and unzippering processes (section 3.1.2), which triggered fasciculation or defasciculation, respectively.
Such rich dynamics indicates the importance of the dynamical role of
ASs and their mutual interaction.
The phenomena of our interest are short-lived, local and easily distorted by external influence. The ex vivo time-lapse videorecording experiments (see section 3.1) offered the necessary reductions to the complexity of in vivo system:
(i) the development and interactions of the axons are observed directly
frm
and in real-time (1 min
),
(ii) two-dimensional organisation offers complete, unmasked view of
the observed field and processes (on ∼1 µm scale) ,
(iii) the experimental environment is under control and free of external
influences,
(iv) culture can be directly manipulated either pharmacologically or
using experimental devices (e.g. BFP).
The used embryonic OSNs are suitable for their morphological uniformity and absence of branching. Their attunement for fasciculation in
vivo (see section 1.2) provides predispositions for mutual dynamic contact interactions and formation of developing network in planar conditions ex vivo.
From the basic qualitative observations of the developing cultures,
where t=0 h indicates transfer of the prepared culture into the incubator,
we observed three main stages of culture development:
0–48 h the GCs advance from the explant and initial structure of the
network is formed;
48–72 h the GCs pause their growth at some distance from the explant
and remain still during the period;
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t=0 min

a

20 µm
t=200 min

b

t=400 min

c

Figure 4.1: Coarsening of
OSN culture over the course
of 400 min. The explant edge
can be seen at the bottom,
marked by the green dashed
line, the growth cones are not
visible in the field, they are
positioned beyond the upper
edge. The axonal network
obviously coarsens between
the frames a-c. Red arrows
indicate gradually developing
fascicles. An OEC is outlined
by a red dashed line; these
cells introduce perturbations into the network and
influence local dynamics.

4 Results
3–5 d the GCs start to detach from the substrate and retract, the
network collapses during this stage.
The intermediate period (48–72 h) provided suitable conditions for analysis of network interior dynamics, associated hiatus of GC activity and
motility provided stable boundary conditions and the system interior
remained stable without observable fluctuations. At the intermediate
network area with minimal GC presence, mutual interaction between
ASs took place, and larger bundles were gradually formed over the time
course of several hours—the network coarsened in 5 out of 6 quantitatively analysed experiments with average reduction in network length
(20 ± 16) % for time lapse of (178–295) min.

4.2 Zippers as local axon-axon dynamics
The interior coarsening of the t=0 min
aI t=6 min
aIV
network we observed could not
be driven directly by the GC
motility, nearly no GCs were
present in the area, and no GC- 5 µm
mediated fasciculation activity t=2 min
aII t=8 min
aV
was observed in the time lapse
recording of the explant cultures. On the local spatial scale
(∼1 µm) and shorter time scale
aIII t=10 min aVI
(∼1 min), we observed processes t=4 min
much more rapid than the network coarsening (see fig. 4.2),
which were locally altering the
network, changing its length,
and in more complex cases the Figure 4.2: Illustration of zippering pronumber of junction points (ver- cess, an advancing zipper, the segment
tices; illustrated in fig. 4.4a). of adhesion is expanded. Vertex point is
These processes were taking indicated by the white triangular arrowplace through contact interac- head.
tion of shafts of axons and bundles—two partially adhering filaments
would adjust the size of mutual contact. We call the processes ‘zippers’.
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4.3 Mechanical properties of axons
The processes may extend the contact segment, advancing zippers, or
reduce it, receding zippers. The transition typically covers (5–10) µm at
µm
the average velocity ∼1 min
. We examined the structure of the interacting axons using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and observed that
the cylindrical shape of axons is retained, it is not significantly deformed
by the interaction with the substrate or other axons. In the SEM images, the culture forms small bundles of ≈1 µm in width, and exhibits
intriguing and interweaved structure, implying dynamical formative conditions. We classified zippers formed by the axons into three categories,
and assessed their share in culture on hundreds of vertices: (i) simple
zippers, which form laminary parallel structure without intermingling
(free to zipper and unzipper), roughly 50 % of all vertices, (ii) entangled zippers, which form complex entanglement structure (can zipper,
but not unzipper), roughly 30 % of vertices, and (iii) crossings, where
axons meet, but do not form extended parallel adhered segment, forming
about 20 % or vertices.

4.3 Mechanical properties of axons
Before we describe the zippering process more completely, we shortly
discuss the mechanical properties of OSN axons. Apparently small
changes to axon transverse shape observed in the SEM images indicate that axons preserve uniform circularity during contact interaction
with the substrate or with other axons. In the following sections, we will
assume the energy of transverse changes of axons (i.e. its cross-section)
are negligible as compared to energy of axial changes (i.e. extension or
shortening) or adhesive energy (i.e. axon-axon or axon-substrate) during the zippering dynamics. It the following, we will treat the axons as
one-dimensional objects.
Under such assumption, the mechanical properties of axons are given
by (i) axial mechanical baseline tension within axon or small bundle
Ta > 0 (tensile energy per unit length), (ii) elastic bending force within
the axon, (iii) axon-substrate adhesion I < 0 (interfacial energy of adhesion per unit length), and (iv) axon-axon adhesion S > 0 (the work done
by adhesion of shafts per unit length). The observations ex vivo feature
axons at very sharp turns, which show no signs of curvature relaxation;
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this indicates the effects of bending on small bundles are small and we
will neglect them.
Where axons are mutually adhered, their linear density of energy is
changed by the work done (i.e. −S < 0). On the other hand, axons and
small bundles will likely not lose contact with the substrate after mutual
adhesion1 ; this means their axon-substrate energy linear density is additive when bundles adhere. The same can be said about baseline tension
Ta , it is simply additive when bundles adhere. Identical behaviour at
the zipper vertex allows us to combine the two mechanical properties
into effective tension
T0 = Ta + I > 0 | Ta > 0, I < 0
To include also other outstanding influences, we define actual mechanical
tension T = T0 + H, where H represents Hookean and other effects.
To quantify the effective tension, we used BFP technique to gradually deflect an axon, as explained in section 3.2. We performed the
experiment on several dozen axons or small bundles and short listed
only those, where ≥3 lasting stable deflections were achieved. After
list refinements, we estimated the distribution of tension PDF(T), with
tension mean value T̄=686 pN, within interquartile range (531–861) pN.
The values are consistent with measurements for PC-12 and dorsal root
ganglia (DRG) axons (Dennerll, Joshi, et al. 1988; Dennerll, Lamoureux,
et al. 1989).

4.4 Zipper as adhesion tension competition
From the zippering processes observed ex vivo (fig. 4.2) and detailed
still SEM images of zipper vertices, it is possible to infer, that the free
energy necessary for zipper advance originates from adhesive contact between individual shafts. On the other hand, advancing zipper increases
the length of individual axons and so the total tensile energy in axons.
Therefore, a zipper can be understood in terms of competition between
the energy of adhesion released during contact expansion, and the tensile
energy required to extend the axons during the zipper advance.
1

Or at least not in the immediate vicinity of the vertex point.
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4.4 Zipper as adhesion tension competition
Hypothesis 1 (Zipper as an adhesion-tension competition). The geometry of zipper stable equilibrium corresponds to the configuration of local
minimum of total mechanical energy of the zipper, composed of tensile
energy of the shafts and adhesive energy of mutual contact of these shafts.
Such equilibrium remains static, unless it is perturbed; in such case the
zipper undergoes a transition, advances or recedes, to attain equilibrium
corresponding to the new conditions.
To qualitatively evaluate the proposal, we used a micropipette mounted
on a finely controllable manipulator, and laterally displaced one of the
axons forming a zipper by roughly ∼5 µm. Such limited manipulation
does not affect the tensile or adhesion energy, but perturbs the equilibrium geometry (i.e. the angle). In agreement with hypothesis 1,
the zipper receded and angle (local equilibrium) was restored to premanipulation state2 .
In a complementary test, we used drugs to modify tension of the culture. In such experiments, the equilibrium of zippers becomes imbalanced, and they undergo transition. In the experiments, tension increase
(through action of foetal bovine serum (FBS) on explant), network responded by increased unzippering and visible de-coarsening, while in
case of tension decrease (after application of cytochalasin), increased
zippering facilitated visible coarsening of the network.
The results of both types of experiments were consistent with hypothesis 1, which we now formulate mathematically. Taking a symmetric
zipper, for sake of simplicity, tensile force T, equal in the two axons, and
the adhesion force S act at a balanced zipper vertex, the two axons form
an equilibrium configuration, defined by zipper angle β, see fig. 4.3a.
The balance is then given by the equation
S = 2T (1 − cos β/2) .

(4.1)

The eq. (4.1) is a mathematical representation of hypothesis 1. It
relates the forces at the equilibrated vertex to the observed geometry.
If the tension T changes, than the zipper undergoes a transition to the
new equilibrium corresponding to the new value of T. Conversely, if
2

In some cases, zipper did not recede due to presumed entanglement.
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Figure 4.3: Illustration of static vertex equilibrium. a: Force vectors laid over
an example image of a symmetric zipper. The zipper angle β is marked in
blue. The arrows denote vectors of tension T and axon-axon adhesive force S.
Labels A, B and C denote possible point of axon fixation. b: Illustration of
an asymmetric zipper, markings denote the same forces as in a, the tensions
are not equal (T1 =T
/ 2 ). The zipper angle β = α1 + α2 . Note: the vectors are
illustrative, not to scale.
the angle β is changed by an external manipulation, the zipper will undergo a transition to restore the original angle. Since we have measured
a distribution of tensions PDFexp (T), which approximates the distribution of tensions PDF(T) in the culture, and we can readily observe the
distribution of zipper vertex angles PDF(β), we can combine the two
distributions to estimate the adhesion parameter S, using the eq. (4.1).
Simple zipper vertex angle We measured a distribution of zipper vertex angles in ex vivo experiments. Since some of the zippers might be
entangled, as noted in section 4.2, we decided to measure only equilibrium angles of zippers, for which we observed a transition. We measured
34 equilibrium angles β as described in section 3.1.2, and used Matlab’s
kernel method to approximate distribution of equilibrium zipper angle
in the axonal network, PDF(β). For this distribution, the mean angle
was 51.2°, with interquarile range (34–60)°.
Adhesion parameter estimate For the measured distributions, which
approximate distribution of zipper equilibrium angles PDF(β) and distribution of tension in axons or small bundles of the axonal network
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PDF(T), we used several methods to estimate adhesion parameter S. In
the first method, we found optimal adhesion parameter value S ⋆ =88 pN,
by matching a model-predicted angle distribution based on tension measurements PDFexp (T) → PDF(β; S) with the observed angle distribution
PDFexp (β); method however provides no S variability assessment. In the
second method, we assumed no correlation, we treated the experimental
distributions as independent, to obtain an upper estimate on S variability. Calculation yielded median value S M =102 pN, with the interquartile
range (52–186) pN, in a good agreement with the first method.

4.5 Zipper dynamics
Observations We observed numerous spontaneous zippering processes
in the axonal network (e.g. fig. 4.2). We tracked the course of such
dynamics for 17 selected zippers composed of individual axons or small
fascicles and nearly symmetric configuration (for simplicity). For each
of those, an equilibrated stage took place before and after the transition (lasting for at least 5 min). The typical velocities of the observed
µm
. The average measured zipper
zippers were in the range (0.3–2.0) min
µm
velocity was (0.89 ± 0.50) min , average distance of transition in the measured zippers was (10.46 ± 3.85) µm. Some zippers tend to converge to
equilibrium more exponentially in time, d(t) ∼ e−t , and some linearly,
d(t) ∼ −t, where d(t) is distance to the equilibrium configuration.
Zipper dynamics model At a given time t, assume we have a planar
symmetric zipper configuration as shown in fig. 4.3a. Two axons, axon
1 on the left and axon 2 on the right, are fixed in boundary points
A, B, and C. The axons meet at the mobile vertex point V (x, y), and
adhere to each other along the segment VC, while they remain separated
along segments VA and VB. These fixation points may correspond to
strong substrate attachments, immobile entanglements to other areas of
the network, soma or the GC. When the condition of vertex equilibrium
given by eq. (4.1) is not met, the imbalance of concurrent forces generates
a net force at the vertex point F⃗v (x, y), and the transition begins at
vertex velocity ⃗u. The surplus conservative energy released due to change
in geometry is dissipated by substrate friction and material viscosity
during the transition.
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The dissipative forces are linear functions of vertex velocity and depend on the system geometry. Since the geometry of our system is quite
simple, some of the dissipative forces can be expressed as collinear with
the conservative forces. Two types of dissipative forces can be treated
this way:
(i) elongational dissipation, acts against changes of axon length proportionally to axon strain rate ϵ̇ = L̇/L, where L is length of an
axon, and
(ii) vertex-localised dissipation, which reflects changes of axon structure and irreversible losses of binding/unbinding processes at the
axon-axon separation; it is proportional to the rate of extension/reduction of the segment of adhesion VC.
The elongational dissipation (item (i)) has the same geometric dependence as the tensile force T and can be interpreted as countering the
work done by the tensile forces; we can formulate generalised tension as
τ = T + η ⇕ ϵ̇, where η ⇕ is elongational friction coefficient. The vertexlocalised dissipation (item (ii)) shares geometric dependence with the
force of adhesion S. If we define a zippering velocity as magnitude
of vertex
component in the direction of zipper advance, i.e.
( velocity
)
ˆ , we can formulate generalised adhesion as χ = S −η Z uZ .
uZ = ⃗u · −VC
Then, we can replace T → τ and S → χ in the eq. (4.1). For the symmetric configuration of axons of length L, the equation can be rewritten
to an explicit form for vertex advance velocity
uZ =

S − 2T (1 − cos β/2)
2η ⇕ (1−cos
L

β/2)2

+ ηZ

.

(4.2)

Both L and (1 − cos β/2) on the right hand side are non-linear functions of
vertex coordinate, and directly depend on the boundary conditions A, B
and C. The equation cannot be solved in closed analytical form, however
a zipper trajectory can be obtained through numerical integration.
Dissipation force estimate We can use the eq. (4.2) to estimate magnitude of dissipative forces proportionality coefficients by fitting data of
uncalibrated manipulation experiments. In one experiment, we (i) initiated unzippering leading to decrease of the zipper angle; (ii) after the
pipette was removed, the zipper advanced back towards pre-manipula-
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tion equilibrium and angle increased. We tracked the position of the
zipper and the zipper angle through the dynamics, getting data points
(1 − cos β/2, uZ ). The dynamics composed of a fast lateral equilibration during lateral pull or release (a transient dynamics, no unzippering)
dominated by elongational dissipation, while the zippering axial dynamics, as described by eq. (4.2), occurs on a longer time-scale, when the zipper remained close to symmetric. This implies that the vertex-localised
dissipation plays a decisive role during the slow zippering dynamics, i.e.
|η Z uZ | ≫ |η ⇕ ϵ̇|. We could therefore perform a linear fit of the data
uZ = −2T/ηZ (1 − cos β/2) +
  
=−4

µm
s

S/η Z



=8 × 10−2

µm
s

obtaining ratio S/T = 0.05, comparable to 0.13 from static experiments,
s
and an estimate of vertex-localised dissipation coefficient η Z ∼1 nN
µm .
General formulation The presented dynamical model can be rigorously
formulated within the framework of Euler-Lagrange formalism involving
Rayleigh function to treat dissipative processes. The more complete
system can also naturally incorporate Hookean effects or less trivial dissipative processes like substrate friction. The final equation of can be
written in elegant matrix form, for generally asymmetric zipper as shown
in fig. 4.3b. It predicts, that the vertex velocity is not necessarily parallel with the acting mechanical force. It also shows that some particular
vertex trajectories are restricted to particular dissipation coefficient settings. The combination of several mechanical forces in play and several
dissipation mechanisms creates a rich mathematical structure to explore.

4.6 Development of axonal networks
While the zippering processes occur and modify the network locally,
their combined effect likely influences the statistics of the network as a
whole. We measured time course of network basic statistics in several
experiments as described in section 3.1.3. In all of the experiments, the
complexity (i.e. the total length L and the number of vertices V) of the
network increases during initial stage; the culture still grows and develops for a limited time. After some time, the culture enters coarsening
stage, L, V, but also number of closed loops C and mean zipper angle
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β̄ decrease. Interestingly, in both stages, L, V, β̄ and C are correlated.
This statistics refers to the stable central part of the network, it is not a
result of a collapse or material flow, we see almost no axon retraction or
death and very limited activity of GCs in the observed area. We therefore infer, that the later stage coarsening results from zippering-driven
fasciculation of individual axons into bundles within a stable boundary.
The mean number of axons n in fascicle is proportional to fascicle
mean tension, i.e. T̄ ∝ n (section 4.3). Sustained increase in mean tension in the network should influence the local geometry of closed loops
constituting the graph. The zipper angles at the vertices should decrease
with coarsening, which is largely observed. The increasing tension also
straightens the network radially (i.e. increase in anisotropy) and elongates the closed loops; consistently observed in the quantitatively analysed ex vivo experiments. A remarkable conservation is observed for
mean number of vertices per loop at roughly 4 to 4.5. This ratio is well
preserved across all the experiments we have analysed, including the
pharmacologically treated ones.

4.7 Relation between zipper and network dynamics
Observed zippering dynamics indicates that the transition initiated
by sudden perturbation happens at the scale of 1 to 10 min. In contrast, the coarsening of the network has only gradual onset and develops over hours, where all the descriptors change gradually, and mostly
monotonously. The observed separation of time scales suggests that the
network is in a quasi-equilibrium state corresponding to the current distribution of axon tension PDF(T). According to eq. (4.1), if current
zipper angle is smaller that the equilibrium zipper angle, the zipper will
advance, conversely, if the current angle is larger, the zipper will recede.
At any given time, we assume that most of the zippers have their angle
close to equilibrium, distributed according to PDF(β) corresponding to
current PDF(T), with estimated ≤15 % of zippers in transition.
Consistently with these observations, we considered a populational
generalisation of eq. (4.1), to quantify relations between L, n and β̄. We
calculated distribution of angles PDF(β; n1 ), model-predicted for the
distribution of tensions based on the one obtained in BFP experiments,
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4.8 Topological similarities to 2D foams
i.e. PDFexp (T) ≈ PDF(T; n1 ) → PDF(β; n1 ). Assuming T ∝ n, we modified the PDF(T; n2 ) according to observed coarsening (i.e. L1 n1 =L2 n2 )
and calculated corresponding PDF(β; n2 ). The change in β̄, 6.4° predicted by PDF(β; n1 ) → PDF(β; n2 ) was consistent with the change observed in the network, 7.7°. We received consistent results also for other
experiments, supporting the proposed role of the zippering in coarsening.

4.8 Topological similarities to 2D foams
aI

aII

V2

aIII

V2
V3

V3
V1

V1

bI

bII

bIII

Figure 4.4: a: Gradual collapse of a triangular axon loop I, by simultaneous advance of the three loop-forming vertices II towards a single-vertex quasi-stable
configuration III. Two vertices are removed and the total length is reduced.
b: Topologically analogical process of loop removal in 2D foams. A triangular
foam loop has curved walls to satisfy 120° angle condition at the vertices, I.
Gas diffuses outwards from the bubble driving the collapse II, until the loop is
completely removed III.
Two dimensional liquid foams are formed by the bubbles (gas-filled
space) and films (borders of bubbles), which can be experimentally realised by restricting a liquid foam between two parallel plates of small
separation, normal to direction of gravity. Such foams exhibit an inter-
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esting topological analogy with our network of axons. Their similarity
is not only topological, but also in separation of time scales; the liquid
foams exhibit (i) short time scale local structural relaxations (<1 s), and
(ii) coarsening, as gas flows along pressure gradient from vanishing small
bubbles into larger bubbles (∼(0.1–10) h). In the axonal network, the
faster process (item (i)) can be likened to local zippering (section 4.4),
while the gradual coarsening (item (ii)) is reminiscent of global network
changes (section 4.6)(Weaire et al. 2007).
In 2D liquid foams of low liquid fraction (‘dry foams’), each stable
vertex is formed by exactly 3 edges of film of equal surface tension,
therefore, they must converge at angles 120°. In axons, most of the
vertices are also formed by 3 edges—as a structure of two axons forming
a zipper. The tension in individual axons is generally not equal, and the
tension in the zippered segment is a sum of individual tensions reduced
by the adhesive interaction (eq. (4.1)). The angles at the zipper vertex
are therefore generally unequal. Besides, axons can form edges of higher
degrees if several zippers converge to a common point, or, a crossing of
two axons forms a vertex of degree 4.
In 2D foams, bubbles of less than 6 sides are unstable, gradually contract and vanish through outwards air diffusion; it is topological process
T2 illustrated in fig. 4.4b. Axons also form curved edges, but such curvature is supported by anomalous local substrate adhesion, rather than
internal air pressure. The coarsening of the axonal network is therefore
not driven by pressure differences, however the observed shrinking and
disappearance of triangular loops (fig. 4.4a) is a topological analogue
of the T2 process, driven by zippering resulting from decrease in axon
tension. On the other hand, the axons preserve their identity during the
loop collapse (unlike foams), therefore, if the axon tension is restored to
a higher value, the zippers may recede again and loop may re-emerge.
We observed such effect.
Another topological process, T1, makes a conformational change in the
foam, where two neighbouring bubbles are pushed apart and separated
by other bubbles forming a new boundary. T1 process does not change
the network length neither the number of vertices, once the equilibrium
is restored. Such process is not possible in axonal network, because
new boundary cannot be formed. After the adhered segment is reduced
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to zero, the axons separate, such process is occasionally observed in
experiments. Therefore, T1 analogue is effectively replaced by another
topological process (also known in foams), a wall rupture. The process
leads to increase in network length and removal of two vertices (unlike
true T1 process). Because the total length and the number of vertices are
strongly correlated in coarsening axonal network, the process is probably
not frequent.

5 Discussion
5.1 The new role of contact interaction of axon
shafts
In this work, we gathered evidence, that a novel mechanism may play
an important role in regulation of axon fasciculation. This novel mechanism does not involve GCs, it arises from local contacts of ASs and
drives zippering or unzippering of individual axons or small bundles of
axons. Such mechanisms allowed axons of our culture system to reorganise and substantially change the structure of the outgrown network,
without participation of GCs, over the time scale of 10 h. Not studied
previously in detail, axon zippering was only inferred from SEM imagery
to occur in vivo by (Roberts and Taylor 1982), and observed for axons
in culture in (Barry et al. 2010; Voyiadjis et al. 2011) as part of general fasciculation process. In this work, we characterised axon zippering
and unzippering, described and modelled its dynamics, and discussed its
significance for network dynamics.

5.2 Zippering processes
We combined experimental observations with biophysical modelling
and showed that the zippering processes are a result of competition
between adhesive contact interaction of axon shafts and axial mechanical
tension within individual axons or bundles. We used the BFP technique
to measure the mechanical tension of the OSN axons grown ex vivo,
with results around 700 pN, and estimated the adhesion force at the
level around 100 pN, which is, to our knowledge, first such estimate for
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any system.
To verify the static measurements, we were able to reproducibly induce
unzippering by an uncalibrated axon manipulation using micropipette.
After the pipette was removed from the system, the zipper resumed its
original equilibrium geometry. From these uncalibrated experiments,
we were also able to estimate vertex-localised friction coefficient at the
s
level ∼1 nN
µm , and infer, that dissipative processes occurring in the vicinity of the process dominate during zippering (over substrate friction or
viscoelastic dissipation).

5.3 Biophysical model relevance
The biophysical model we developed to describe the local contact interactions represents the first systematic characterisation of statics (section 4.4) and dynamics (section 4.5) of individual axon zippers. While
both aspects of the model are based on the mechanical energy of the system (i.e. tensile and adhesion energy), the static model is constrained
to a vicinity of a single point of the energy landscape, the minimum,
and its structure is therefore very simple. On contrary, the dynamical
model is not restricted to the static equilibrium; it allows us to understand the effects of time scale of perturbations of conservative forces,
and provides insight into the complex interplay of dissipative forces and
distinct characteristics of vertex trajectories.
We extensively explored the mathematical structure of the general
model as outlined in the last paragraph of section 4.5, and showed, that
the vertex trajectory is determined in a complex way. While any change
of adhesion or tension defines new energy potential and the location
of the new unique equilibrium, the vertex transition trajectory is far
from determined by the energy landscape alone. It strongly depends
on the dominating type of dissipation; comparison to observed vertex
trajectories then places limits on the relative strength of these dissipation
mechanisms.
Our results provide the first systematic characterisation of the statics
and dynamics of individual axon zippers. The dynamical biophysical
model that we developed makes it possible to include axon zippering
in mathematical models of axon guidance and bundling. Such stud-
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5.4 Structural changes of the axonal network
ies previously focused on the dynamics of the GC navigated by GCMs
(Goodhill and Urbach 1999), the influence of tension and substrate adhesion on GC trajectory and AS straightening (Nguyen et al. 2016), as
well as stochastic local interaction of GCs with other axons (Chaudhuri
et al. 2011; Hentschel and Ooyen 1999). The previous modelling studies
did not, however, consider the dynamics of axon shafts.

5.4 Structural changes of the axonal network
The culture system we observed in ex vivo experiments gradually
coarsened in time. The coarsening progressed at the 10 h time scale,
which is clearly much longer, that the 10 min time scale of individual
zipper transition. The coarsening is therefore unlikely a result of simple
relaxation of axon configurations with static tensions. One possibility
would be, that the prolonged coarsening stems from gradual decrease
of the average axon tension as the culture matures; such process would
allow the unaffected axon-axon adhesion to overcome tension in the initially equilibrated vertices, and zippering would become preferred in the
network.
Test such proposal, we manipulated the network pharmacologically. In
one type of experiments, we applied cytochalasin, reported to decrease
tension in PC-12 neurites (Dennerll, Joshi, et al. 1988). Within 30 min of
cytochalasin application, we observed an increased rate of coarsening in
initially stabilised network, without visible slackening of axons, decrease
of overall network length, number of vertices, and increase in average
loop area; effects consistent with presumed tension decrease.
In another experiment, we used FBS, which Induced contraction of
the explant1 , which generated pulling force on the outgrowing axons, effectively increased their tension, and caused de-coarsening in parts of the
network. The presumed Hookean effects for PC-12 neurites, which are
pN
similar to OSN axons in mechanical properties, have stiffness ∼100 µm
(section 1.3), so the observed extension could correspond to tension increase by (0.5–1) nN, which is of order of the traction forces known to
be generated by GCs. This means, the GCs are in principle capable of
zippering control by traction force modulation.
1

Individual cell-rounding effect of FBS was reported in (Jalink and Moolenaar 1992).
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In section 4.7, we have described, how our model connects observed
coarsening effects to changes of mechanical tension and consequently
of zipper angles. We were also able to indirectly verify model consistency using in vivo data of Roberts and Taylor (Roberts and Taylor
1982). They recorded a histogram of incidence angles between neurites
of sensory plexus on the basal lamina of trunk skin in Xenopus, keeping a
record on whether the incident neurites crossed or zippered to form adhesion contact. These two sets of data can be reconciled within the framework of our model, which states, that the neurites will zipper, if their
incidence angle is below the equilibrium angle given by eq. (4.1). Assuming the observed distribution of incidence angles PDFexp (β) is close
to the distribution of equilibrium angles PDF(β), the straightforward
model prediction says that two neurites will zipper with the probability
Pzip that their incidence angle βinc is smaller that the probabilistically
distributed equilibrium angle β (distributed according to PDFexp (β)),
i.e.
∫
Pzip (βinc ) =

∞

βinc

PDFexp (β)dβ.

The data well agreed with such model framework prediction.

5.5 Zippering in vivo—functional significance
The zippering processes were inferred in vivo in already mentioned
(ibid.) in Xenopus sensory plexus neurites on the basal lamina of trunk
skin, and also by (Aurelio et al. 2002) in C. elegans in axon fascicles
from the left and right ventral nerve cords, which likely zipper a single
fascicle if a specific medial interneuron is ablated at a late developmental
stage.
Regulated axon zippering in vivo There are several levels at which
regulated axonal zippering can have functional consequences in vivo.
first| As the GC navigates towards its target, the ability to zipper can
regulate the probability with which it would cross or fasciculate with another axon, as illustrated in section 5.4 using data of (Roberts and Taylor
1982). second| For outgrown axons with more distant GCs, the extent
of fasciculation of their shafts may be regulated through zippering processes. During both the development and maturation of neural networks,
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ephaptic interactions between axons may be favoured in tightly fasciculated segments, thus influencing the synchrony of transmitted action
potentials, or generating ectopic spikes (Bokil et al. 2001). Controlling
the degree of fasciculation of axons through a regulation of zippering
might possibly modulate such ephaptic interactions. third| The structure of developed fascicles might have important consequences for the
later developmental stages or maturation of networks. Two opposing
tendencies exist, (i) tight pioneer bundles form more robust guidance
path for the follower axons, while (ii) the looser bundles may facilitate
myelination. It is possible that the system goes from one configuration
to another in between stages of development, while regulation of zippering or unzippering may serve to achieve such transition. fourth| In
pathological contexts of axon regeneration following injury, or of axon
demyelination, the unmyelinated axons or axon segments may undergo
zippering in tracts. In tightly bundled tracts of partially demyelinated
axons, ephaptic interactions are predicted to permit recovery of robust
conduction (Reutskiy et al. 2003).
We have identified two principal ways the zippering and unzippering
can be regulated in vivo. By a tension control, either through GC
activity (O’Toole et al. 2008) or AS contractility (O’Toole et al. 2015).
Such perturbation triggers zippering or unzippering as predicted by our
model and may reorganise the network on the time scale of ∼10 min. On
a slower time scale, the zippering processes can be modulated by adhesion control, by changes in CAM expression or their post-translational
modification; e.g. NCAM involved in axon-axon adhesion are posttranslationally regulated by binding of polysialic acid (PSA), and so
high levels of PSA lead to decline in inter-axonal adhesion (Hoffman
and Edelman 1983; Rutishauser 2008). In many systems, fasciculation
is controlled by GCMs through signalling pathways; it is at the moment
unclear, how these signals affect tension or adhesion.
The traction force generated by axon GC (O’Toole et al. 2008), depends on the mechanical properties of its environment (reviewed in
(Athamneh and Suter 2015)), likely through micro-scale elastic deformation of adhesion complexes between the axon actin network and the
substrate (Mejean et al. 2013). In (Franze et al. 2009; Koch et al. 2012),
the GC traction force was found to increase linearly with the substrate
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stiffness (before saturation); a similar relation was found in non-neuronal
cells (Ghibaudo et al. 2008). In (Koch et al. 2012), a DRG neuron GC
traction stress gradually doubled with increasing substrate stiffness, saturating at substrate stiffness ∼1000 Pa, with net traction force ∼1.2 nN.
Such magnitude of measured traction force is comparable with estimated
tension increase in our FBS experiments, suggesting that the induced
unzippering and defasciculation are functionally viable. Spatial changes
in substrate stiffness may therefore regulate the distal axon shaft tension through GC activity, and hence the extent of zippering, potentially
triggering fasciculation/defasciculation of a population of axons during
development, when their GCs arrive to a specific target area.

6 Conclusions
In this work, we proposed and provided experimental and computational
evidence for two major hypotheses:
(1) The local dynamical contact interactions between axon shafts or
small axon bundles result from competition of axon-axon shaft
adhesion and axon mechanical tension.
(2) The axonal network exhibits dynamics on separate time scales.
Short time scale processes, the zippering processes, drive the long
time scale coarsening, presumably in response to gradually declining axon mechanical tension.
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